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Year 11 – 12 Bridging Work – Component 1: The Tudors 1485 – 1603 

All due in first lesson in September. We will be assessing you on this very early on in September.  

 

1) Complete a flipped learning sheet for each of the following people  
(See attached sheet) 
 
• Arthur Tudor,   Margaret Beaufort,  
• Lord Stanley,   Thomas Cromwell 
• Thomas Wolsey  Thomas Cranmer 
• Thomas Moore 
 
2) Create a PowerPoint Presentation on the Wars of The Roses.  
Email it to bmatchett@bentleywood.harrow.sch.uk 
 
You may want to think that you are explain this to a group of year 7’s who know nothing about this 
topic. What do you think they need to know? 
This can be as long or as short as you like. 
There will be test on this in September. 

 

3) Literary Review 
Read the article on Henry VII   

Henry VII Problems and Possibilities by Steven Gunn  

A. List all the historians and their publications that are referred to in this article 
B. Summarise the problems faced by Henry VII 
C. Summarise how he tried to overcome these problems 
 

4) Book Review 

 

Alison Weir and Philippa Gregory are both very popular authors who write Tudor Historical fiction. 

Books to choose from (you can choose others) 

 
https://www.philippagregory.com/books 
http://www.alisonweir.org.uk/ 
 
Book Review Requirements 

 

The Title and author of the book. 
4)  

Who are the characters? 
 
What is it about? 
 
What happened? 
 
Who do you think should read it? Why? 

5)  
Ext – How close is it to the true historical context? 

 

https://www.philippagregory.com/books
https://www.philippagregory.com/books
http://www.alisonweir.org.uk/
http://www.alisonweir.org.uk/


Flipped learning sheet 

 
Topic:  

 
 
 

Write 5 key bullet points 
from what you have 
researched on this topic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What have you done to 
ensure you remember 
this? 
 

o Made a mind map 
o Written a set of quiz questions 
o Taught a friend or family member 
o Been tested by a friend of family member 
o Created a Kahoot! Quiz 

 

Where did I get my 
information from? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What questions or 
thoughts I have as a 
result of this research 
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 Henry VII in Context: Problems and
 Possibilities

 STEVEN GUNN
 Merton College, Oxford

 Abstract

 Clearer understanding of Henry VII's reign is hindered not only by practical problems,
 such as deficiencies in source material, but also by its liminal position in historical study,
 at the end of the period conventionally studied by later medievalists and the beginning of
 that studied by early modernists. This makes it harder to evaluate changes in the judicial
 system, in local power structures, in England's position in European politics, in the rise
 of new social groups to political prominence and in the ideas behind royal policy. How
 ever, thoughtful combination of the approaches taken by different historical schools and
 reflection on wider processes of change at work in Henry's reign, such as in England's
 cultural and economic life, can make a virtue out of Henry's liminality. Together with the
 use of more unusual sources, such an approach enables investigation for Henry's reign of
 many themes of current interest to historians of the later Tudor period. These include
 courtly, parliamentary and popular politics, political culture, state formation and the
 interrelationships of different parts of the British Isles and Ireland.

 Henry VII is the victim of a sad paradox. 'Liminality' - existence on the threshold between two phases of a process - is a fashionable
 notion, so fashionable that some groups of students laugh excitedly

 each time one of them contrives to use the word. Henry VII, first of the
 Tudors, last of the Lancastrians, presiding over the end of the Wars of
 the Roses, the eve of the Reformation and the first English landfalls in
 North America, is surely a liminal king. Yet Henry VII is by no stretch
 of the imagination fashionable. To be outshone in public memory by his
 charismatic son and granddaughter, Henry VIII and Elizabeth, might be
 accepted as his dynastic duty. To be eclipsed in fame by the man he dis
 placed is a bitter fate indeed. Since 1980 Richard III has scored six new
 biographies to Henry's two, at least four monographs to Henry's two, and
 three collections of scholarly essays to Henry's one; not to mention three
 edited collections of contemporary documents, a personalized academic
 journal and several Ricardian websites.

 An earlier version of this article was delivered as a paper at the Huntington Library's conference
 on 'New Generations: Tudor History in the 21st Century' and I am grateful to the participants and
 subsequently to Cliff Davies and Paul Cavill for their comments.

 ) 2007 The Author.  Journal compilation © 2007 The Historical Association and Blackwell Publishing.
 Published by Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ, UK and 350 Main Street,
 Maiden. MA 02148, USA.
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 302 HENRY VII IN CONTEXT

 Henry's liminality is institutionalized in the way historians write and
 teach. All too often his reign serves as the coda to surveys of later medieval
 England or the prologue to studies of the Tudors. This is not always a
 matter of superficial assimilation of his reign to some larger story. Sometimes
 the Tudorists decide he was not very Tudor, or the late medievalists
 decide that he was not very late medieval, or either decide that he was
 irredeemably unique. As T. B. Pugh put it, 'if ever there was a "New
 Monarchy" in England, it began and ended with Henry VIT.1 The problem
 lies deeper than casual appropriation or divergence of judgement. Late
 medievalists and Tudor scholars inhabit different scholarly worlds, which
 prompt them to privilege different sources and ask different questions of
 the reign. To see Henry in proper perspective these two sets of debates
 must be drawn together, but it is not easily done. If we can do it, however,
 it will mean that we have two sets of questions, two hierarchies of
 sources, a finer analytical grid to apply to the reign where these questions
 and hierarchies cut across each other; and thus a subtler appreciation of
 Henry than we could ever have of a less acutely liminal monarch.

 Sources, of course, are a problem: in large measure Geoffrey Elton's
 characterization of Henry's reign as 'an ill-documented period of history'
 still stands.2 Chronicles for Henry's reign are fewer and less useful than
 for some earlier periods and the great gentry letter collections, led by the
 Paston letters, peter out. The records of the Exchequer are less helpful
 than they might be on account of the increasing financial role of the
 Chamber. Meanwhile, the records of more specialized financial agencies,
 dealing with crown estates, wardships, exactions from the church and so
 on, are less informative than those of their successors, the Tudor revenue
 courts. The surviving papers of royal ministers such as Sir Reynold Bray
 are a pale foreshadowing of the mighty Cromwell and Cecil archives.3
 The state paper collection is almost non-existent and there are no com
 pensatory signet records like those of Richard III.4 Other sources familiar
 to Tudor historians, such as the reports of foreign ambassadors at the
 English court, begin only stutteringly under Henry before blossoming
 under his son.

 This pattern - in which the sorts of sources medievalists are accus
 tomed to using thin out, while the sort early modernists are accustomed
 to using are too frail to bear much weight - is exemplified by the problems
 in testing Henry's success or failure in the doing of justice. The records

 1 T. B. Pugh, 'Henry VII and the English Nobility', in The Tudor Nobility, ed. G. W. Bernard
 (Manchester, 1992), p. 91. Pugh was echoing K. B. McFarlane's judgement on William the Con
 queror, but doing so to challenge McFarlane's assessment of Henry.
 2 G. R. Elton, 'Henry VII: A Restatement', in his Studies in Tudor und Stuart Politics and Govern
 ment (4 vols., Cambridge, 1974-92), i. 95.
 3 W. C. Richardson, Tudor Chamber Administration, 1485-1547 (Baton Rouge, La., 1952), pp. 505
 6; M. M. Condon, 'From Caitiff and Villain to Pater Patriae: Reynold Bray and the Profits of
 Office', in Profit, Piety and the Professions in Later Medieval England, ed. M. A. Hicks (Gloucester,
 1990), pp. 137-68.
 4 British Library Harleian Manuscript 433, ed. R. Horrox, P. W. Hammond (4 vols., Gloucester,
 1979-83).

 ) 2007 The Author. Journal compilation © 2007 The Historical Association and Blackwell Publishing.
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 STEVEN GUNN 303

 of the central courts of King's Bench and Common Pleas, mainstays of
 many a thesis on fifteenth-century local politics, order and disorder, can
 only tell part of the story, though they would repay much more scholarly
 investigation. Much of Henry's provision of justice depended on the
 effectiveness of assizes and quarter sessions, the courts at county level,
 yet no systematic records of either survive. Perhaps even more depended
 on the activities of the equity courts: during Henry's reign at least one in
 three peers, including five earls, a marquis and two dukes, were involved
 in suits before the king's council in its judicial mode, nearly always as
 defendants.5 Yet tantalizingly enough materials survive to suggest booming
 business in Chancery and the Council Attendant, but insufficiently full
 archives to analyse the dynamics of change in either court properly, while
 our records of the council's proceedings in Star Chamber largely depend
 upon the interests and transcriptions of seventeenth-century antiquaries.

 No one doubts that a good deal of parliamentary legislation aimed to
 modify the judicial system in Henry's reign, but later medievalists
 instinctively tend to see this as a sign of recurrent complaint about the
 inadequacy of royal justice, while the inclination of Tudorists is to see it
 as a deliberate improvement to the system forged in dialogue between
 crown and political nation. Such differences in approach help to explain
 why a later medievalist such as Christine Carpenter, unconvinced by
 legislation and fond of the National Archives King's Bench classes KB9
 and KB27, can conclude that 'in the sphere of internal order ... closer
 inspection shows Henry's record to have been particularly weak', while
 those approaching Henry from the Tudors, with a more positive view of
 statutes and a taste for the equity court records in STAC1 and REQ1,
 continue to think the opposite.6 Beyond such calculations lies the un
 settling problem, common to all historical studies of crime, of the degree
 to which the records of prosecution reflect not the level of disorderly
 activity but public faith in and preparedness to use judicial institutions;
 thus, indictments of rioting gentry from Henry's reign - like those much
 vaunted under Henry V - may prove confidence in the king's commit
 ment to justice rather than dissatisfaction at his failures.7

 Such issues are particularly hard to set in proper perspective because
 the detailed reconstructions of local political society in which the post
 McFarlane generation of later medievalists have specialized so rarely
 extend beyond 1509, 1499 or 1485. Conversely, Tudor county studies

 5 Select Cases in the Council of Henry VII, ed. C. G. Bayne and W. H. Dunham, Seiden Society,
 lxxv (1956); List of Proceedings in the Court of Star Chamber preserved in the Public Record Office,
 i: AD 1485-1558, Public Record Office Lists and Indexes, xiii (1901); The Ancient State, Authoritie
 and Proceedings of the Court of Requests by Julius Caesar, ed. L. M. Hill (1975); The National
 Archives [hereafter NA], PRO, REQ1/1, fos. 106r, 121 r, 145v.
 6 C. Carpenter, The Wars of the Roses: Politics and the Constitution in England, c. 1437-1509
 (Cambridge, 1997) [hereafter Carpenter, Wars of the Röxes], p. 233; S. J. Gunn, Early Tudor Government,
 1485-1558 (1995) [hereafter Gunn, Early Tudor Government], pp. 72-108.
 7 E. Powell, Kingship, Law, and Society: Criminal Justice in the reign of Henry V (Oxford, 1989),
 pp. 173-94, 208-28.

 ) 2007 The Author. Journal compilation © 2007 The Historical Association and Blackwell Publishing.
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 rarely reach back in any detail before 1509 or even 1558 and understand
 ably tend to concentrate on the causes and consequences of Reformation
 and rebellion at least as much as on the politics of nobility and gentry.
 Both groups of county historians shy away from Henry VII's reign. Late
 medievalists find some of their sources running out, notably the records
 of private retaining that underpin analysis of bastard feudal affinities.
 Early modernists find some of their key sources lacking: ministerial cor
 respondence, privy council registers, papers from gentry families. Thus,
 while it is painfully clear that the state of local politics and governance is
 a key issue for understanding the impact of Henry's rule, it cannot at
 present be assessed in its proper context of the changing condition of a
 range of local societies across the period from roughly 1450 to 1550.

 A similar problem affects attempts to set English politics in their
 European context. Conventionally Henry's reign is often seen as a time
 when the English came to terms with the end of the Hundred Years War,
 as the conquest of Brittany by the French crown was added to the end
 of Valois Burgundy and the loss of English Normandy and Gascony.
 'Together' as R. B. Wernham put it, 'these events inaugurated a new
 era in England's relations with the continent.'8 As European politics
 re-orientated themselves towards Italy after the French invasion of 1494,
 so England's part in them became inevitably more peripheral. Yet, as
 John Currin and Ian Arthurson have shown, it is not at all clear that
 Henry and his subjects realized this, and the events of 1489-92 in par
 ticular suggest a king eager to make war effectively in France.9 Seeing
 Henry's actions in context is made harder by the fierce debate amongst
 historians of the fifteenth century over the role of external war in main
 taining the health of the Lancastrian and Yorkist body politic and in
 particular over Edward IV's campaign of 1475. Was this a half-hearted
 effort by king and nobility alike, seeing the signs of the times in the
 recovering strength of France and the war-weariness of the English
 people, or an unchivalrous failure of royal nerve much resented by an
 important part of the political nation for whom Richard, duke of
 Gloucester, was the spokesman?10 Debate about the motivation, practi
 cality and political context of Henry VIII's military ventures also makes
 it hard to decide whether his father was properly cautious in his foreign

 8 R. B. Wernham, Before the Armada: The Growth of English Foreign Policy 1485-1588 (1966)
 [hereafter Wernham, Before the Armada], p. 11.
 9 I. Arthurson, "The King's Voyage into Scotland: The War that Never Was', in England in the
 Fifteenth Century, ed. D. T. Williams (Woodbridge, 1987), pp. 1-23; J. M. Currin, 'Henry VII and the
 Treaty of Redon (1489): Plantagenet Ambitions and Early Tudor Foreign Policy', History, lxxxi
 (1996), 343-58; id., '"To Traffic With War"? Henry VII and the French Campaign of 1492', in The
 English Experience in France c. 1450-1558: War, Diplomacy and Cultural Exchange, ed. D. Grummitt
 (Aldershot, 2002), pp. 106-31.
 10 J. R. Lander, 'The Hundred Years' War and Edward IV's 1475 Campaign in France', in his
 Crown and Nobility 1450-1509 (1976), pp. 220-41; C. Richmond, '1485 and All That: Or What
 Was Going On at the Battle of Bosworth', in Richard III: Loyalty, Lordship and Law, ed. P. W.
 Hammond (1986), pp. 186-91; M. K. Jones, Bosworth 1485: Psychology of a Battle (Stroud. 2002),
 pp. 71-2.

 ) 2007 The Author. Journal compilation © 2007 The Historical Association and Blackwell Publishing.
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 STEVEN GUNN 305

 adventures or unduly timid.11 Would a more warlike Henry VII have
 united the political nation more readily behind his dynasty? Or was
 external warfare unlikely to succeed, disruptive of internal order through
 resistance to taxation, and largely irrelevant to an internal politics which
 revolved around the balance of noble power in each locality and the
 effectiveness of royal justice?

 Any assessment of the role of war is complicated further by an apparent
 change in the recruitment of English armies in Henry's time. It is striking
 that Henry VIII was able to put into the field for single campaigns
 armies two to three times the size of those led by Henry V, drawing on a
 population admittedly larger but not that much larger than that of the
 early fifteenth century. It seems likely that the need to recruit large and
 politically dependable forces for short civil war campaigns from the
 1450s led to regular military service by the sort of leading townsmen,
 yeomen and administratively active gentlemen who would probably not
 often have fought in the Hundred Years War. These were certainly the
 men who filled the retinues licensed by Henry under the 1504 retaining
 act, judging from that of Sir Thomas Lovell, for which a list of members
 survives. His 1,365 followers included the leading inhabitants of numerous
 towns and villages, most strikingly seven past and future mayors of
 Walsall, while sub-contingents were organized by his fellow justices of
 the peace in the counties where he exercised influence, or by his lesser
 gentry subordinates in the administration of the crown estates and the
 exchequer. These were precisely the men on whom Lovell and the king
 relied in the day-to-day government of their communities. That was why
 they were valuable members of his affinity, seen as an instrument of local
 political control.12 Whether they were as effective for external warfare is
 another question, one to which Henry VIII seems to have found the
 answer rather depressing as his armies mutinied their way across France
 and Spain. And how their composition affected the place of foreign war
 in the wider dialogue between king and political nation is a question as
 yet unasked.

 Henry's European context is important in another way. He was not
 the least English king ever to rule England - easily outstripped by Swein
 Forkbeard, George I, and perhaps others - but at his accession, after
 fourteen years of exile in Brittany and France, he had an experience of
 helplessly watching continental politics that few could match. This used
 to make it easy to classify him in a general category of 'New Monarchs',
 together with Ferdinand and Isabella, Louis XI and sometimes other
 contenders. Here were kings who took tight personal control of government,
 strengthened crown finances, allied with urban and other anti-aristocratic

 11 S. Doran, England and Europe in the Sixteenth Century (Basingstoke, 1999), pp. 13-26, 59-62;
 R. Hoyle, 'War and Public Finance' and D, Potter, 'Foreign Policy', in The Reign of Henry VIII, ed.
 D. MacCulloch (Basingstoke, 1995), pp. 75-99, 101-33.
 12 S. J. Gunn, 'Sir Thomas Lovell (c. 1449-1524): A New Man in a New Monarchy?', in The End
 of the Middle Ages? England in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, ed. J. L. Watts (Stroud, 1998)
 [hereafter Gunn, 'Lovell'], pp. 139-49.

 ) 2007 The Author. Journal compilation © 2007 The Historical Association and Blackwell Publishing.
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 306 HENRY VII IN CONTEXT

 forces, and repressed their fractious and over-mighty nobilities to build
 the foundations of the modern national state. This is the formulation of

 the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, of A. F. Pollard, J. R.
 Green and Wilhelm Busch, but the grouping is much older: for Francis
 Bacon, Henry, Louis and Ferdinand were 'the très magi of kings of those
 ages'.13 More recently historians have been wary of such comparisons.
 On the one hand, Marxism and the Annales School have led some parts
 of the historical profession towards seeing political developments as
 mere foam on the Europe-wide sea of long-term economic, demographic
 and environmental change, making the personalities or policies of indi
 vidual monarchs largely irrelevant. On the other hand, amongst political
 historians national historiographies have become increasingly complex
 and introverted, making dependable comparative handholds harder to find.

 Some of Henry's contemporaries thought in comparative terms: 'He
 would like to govern England in the French fashion, but he cannot'
 reported the Spanish ambassador in 1498.14 But quite what they meant
 by such comments, quite how far Henry and his advisers thought in
 these ways, and quite how this affected their government of England, is
 a matter still requiring much thought. That thought will surely require
 more study by English historians of developments in France, Spain and
 the Netherlands. It may well involve closely focused comparative projects
 of the sort recently conducted with colleagues from France, Belgium and
 the Netherlands.15 It will be enriched by reflection on the careers and
 attitudes of those of Henry's ministers who had telling experience of for
 eign countries, courts and armies, whether churchmen like John Morton
 or laymen like Sir Edward Poynings.16 It will have to ask whether the
 sequence of political breakdown and civil war, followed by assertive
 monarchy, followed in turn by public reaction against perceived excesses
 of monarchical power - the sort of public reaction seen in the Estates
 General of 1484 and the Guerre Folie in France, the revolt of the Comuneros
 in Castile, and the parliament of 1510 in England - was common by coin
 cidence or by some deep parallels between west European political systems.

 A key element of the New Monarchy model was the accession of new
 men to political power. Quite how to characterize these men, however,
 has proved problematic. Contemporary opponents of Henry such as
 Perkin Warbeck were content with calling them 'caitiffs and villains of

 13 A. F. Pollard, 'The New Monarchy', in his Factors in Modem History (1907) [hereafter Pollard,
 'New Monarchy'], pp. 52-78; J. R. Green, A Short History of the English People (1874), pp. 282-97;
 W. Busch, England under the Tudor s, i: King Henry VII ( 1485-1509) (1895); Francis Bacon, The
 History of the Reign of King Henry VII, ed. B. Vickers (Cambridge, 1998) [hereafter Bacon, History],
 p. 204.
 14 Calendar of State Papers Spanish, i: Henry VII, ed. G. A. Bergenroth (1862), no. 178.
 15 Governing in Late Medieval England and France: Office, Network, Idea, ed. J.-P. Genet and J. L.
 Watts (forthcoming); S. Gunn, D. Grummitt and H. Cools, War, State and Society in England and
 the Netherlands, 1477-1559 (Oxford, forthcoming).
 16 C. S. L. Davies, 'Bishop John Morton, the Floly See and the Accession of Henry VIF, English
 Historical Review, cii (1987), 2-30; S. J. Gunn, 'Sir Edward Poynings: An Anglo-Burgundian Hero',
 Publications du Centre Européen d'Etudes Bourguignonnes, xli (2001), 157-69.
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 STEVEN GUNN 307

 simple birth', but we need to be a little more discriminating.17 They used
 to be termed 'middle class', a group amalgamating gentry, lawyers, clerics,
 merchants and townsmen in an anti-magnate coalition. For some social
 scientists unconcerned about offending historians' sensibilities they still
 are: Bruce D. Porter wrote in 1994 of Henry's alliance with 'numerous
 middle-class professionals whose economic interests were threatened by
 the wars of the nobility'.18 Those more chastened by J. H. Hexter's assault
 on the notion of the middle class in Tudor England find it harder to
 know what to call them and whom to include or exclude.19

 For historians working with McFarlanite models of later medieval
 political society, the key issue is the changing balance of power between
 peers and gentry in local politics, though the extent to which change was
 fostered by royal policy or came about autonomously as a result of the
 Wars of the Roses is more disputed.20 The notion that Henry's government
 forged a special relationship with the gentry can be built into a satisfying
 model of a developing Tudor regime in which the court, the crown lands,
 the commissions of the peace and the commons in parliament all acted
 as points of contact between the king and the men who governed the
 shires. This can be represented as the generalization of a pattern visible
 earlier in the fifteenth century in counties where the king held substantial
 estates as duke of Lancaster.21 But problems of perspective remain, for
 the gentry had been active in most of these spheres since the thirteenth
 century and it is far from certain what if anything made Henry's reign
 a time of special acceleration in their importance. For greater precision
 distinctions should be made amongst the gentry: interestingly it seems to
 be the case in Henry's reign that the heads of leading landed families
 outside the peerage took a greater part than ever before in the work of the
 peace commissions and also that increasing numbers of upwardly mobile
 gentlemen-administrators hitched their stars to the service of the crown
 rather than to that of noble magnates.22

 Many of these upwardly mobile gentlemen were lawyers. The decisive
 role of lawyers in the strengthening of the New Monarchies has often
 been stressed, whether they were A. F. Pollard's Roman lawyers or Eric
 Ives's common lawyers.23 Lawyers were important for what they did,

 17 The Reign of Henry VII from Contemporary Sources, ed. A. F. Pollard (3 vols., 1913), i. 153.
 18 B. D. Porter, War and the Rise of the State (New York, 1994), p. 31.
 19 J. H. Hexter, 'The Myth of the Middle Class in Tudor England', in his Reappraisals in History
 (1961), pp. 71-116.
 20 Carpenter, Wars of the Roses, pp. 262-6.
 21 Gunn, Early Tudor Government, pp. 28-38; H. Castor, The King, the Crown and the Duchy of Lancaster
 Public Authority and Private Power 1399-1461 (Oxford, 2000) [hereafter Castor, Duchy of Lancaster],
 22 C. Arnold, 'The Commission of the Peace for the West Riding of Yorkshire, 1437-1509', in
 Property and Politics: Essays in Later Medieval English History, ed. A. J. Pollard (Gloucester,
 1984), pp. 126-31; S. M. Wright, The Derbyshire Gentry in the Fifteenth Century, Derbyshire
 Record Society, viii (1983), pp. 82, 89-96, 104-9; C. Carpenter, Locality and Polity: A Study of
 Warwickshire Landed Society, 1401-1499 (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 101-5, 145-7.
 23 Pollard, 'New Monarchy', pp. 69-70; E. W. Ives, The Common Lawyers of Pre-Reformation Eng
 land (Cambridge, 1983), pp. 222-62.
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 Staffing both judicial and administrative organs of government, but also
 for how they thought. It is particularly significant to assess their impact
 because of the apparent lull in the writing of formal political thought in
 Henry's England. It is not of course the case that those around Henry
 did not have any political ideas, just that, characteristically, they were too
 busy running the country to write them out until crises such as Edmund
 Dudley's imprisonment and William Warham's impending praemunire
 prosecution called them to do so.24 Outside these special cases, the ideas
 behind policy have to be reconstructed by a combination of more indirect
 means. The general intellectual atmosphere of the Inns of Court, where
 Edmund Dudley, Richard Empson, Thomas Lovell and so on learned
 their trade, and of the university civil law faculties that bred Richard
 Fox, John Morton, William Warham and others, can be invoked. Hints
 can be sought in the sparse correspondence and public statements of the
 king's ministers that show the ideas apparently prevalent in these nurseries
 of statism being put into practice, as in Lovell's concern for 'good rule'
 and the punishment of those who would subvert it.25

 Just how important lawyers were amongst the king's advisers is also
 hard to judge when it is far from clear who the most influential of those
 advisers were. Neither the administrative papers nor the diplomatic reports
 that provide ample evidence of the role of a Wolsey or a Cromwell exist
 for Henry's reign. Attempts to chart the changing distribution of influence
 by such measures as the changing composition of the king's council are
 also problematic when there are signs that the nature of the council itself
 changed over the course of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.26
 Although it seems clear that Henry never had individual ministers whom
 contemporaries judged to be as influential over him as Wolsey and
 Cromwell were thought to be over Henry VIII, the balance between the
 king and the wider ruling circle is harder to weigh. The cult of the politic
 prince, begun by contemporaries such as John Fisher and Polydore
 Vergil and perpetuated by Bacon, plays down the role of ministers when
 common-sense deduction from the king's inexperience would tend to
 play it up.27 It may be that, as John Watts has argued, the 'unusually

 24 E. Dudley, The Tree of Commonwealth, ed. D. M. Brodie (Cambridge, 1948); J. Moyes,
 'Warham, an English Primate on the Eve of the Reformation', Dublin Revue, cxiv (1894), 401-14.
 25 M. McGlynn, The Royal Prerogative and the Learning of the Inns of Court (Cambridge, 2003);
 C. T. Allmand, 'The Civil Lawyers', in Profession, Vocation and Culture in Later Medieval England:
 Essays dedicated to the Memory of A. L. Myers (Liverpool, 1982), pp. 155-80; NA, PRO, SP1/8, fo.
 159v; Records of the Borough of Nottingham, ed. W. H. Stevenson (9 vols., Nottingham, 1882-1936),
 iii. 342-3.

 26 M. M. Condon, 'An Anachronism with Intent? Henry VII's Council Ordinance of 1491/2', in
 Kings and Nobles in the Later Middle Ages, ed. R. A. Griffiths and J. Sherborne (Gloucester. 1986),
 pp. 228-53; J. A. Guy, 'The Privy Council: Revolution or Evolution?', in Revolution Reassessed:
 Revisions in the History of Tudor Government and Administration, ed. C. Coleman and D. Starkey
 (Oxford, 1986), pp. 59-85.
 27 The Anglica Historia of Polydore Vergil, A. D. 1485-1537, ed. D. Hay, Camden 3rd ser., lxxiv ( 1950),
 pp. 145-7; The English Works of John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, part 1, ed. J. E. B. Mayor, Early
 English Text Society extra series, xxvii (1876), pp. 269-70.
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 detached, legalistic and conciliar nature of Henry VII's regime' repre
 sented less the king's cool and independent will than an institutionaliza
 tion of executive power in the ruling bureaucratic elite.28 A side-effect is
 the difficulty scholars have had in dividing up the reign chronologically:
 there are no clear political breaks like those of 1529, 1540 or 1549, and
 John Guy's attempt to delineate periods dominated by Richard Fox,
 Reynold Bray and the king's personal rule, perhaps an unconscious echo
 of the Wolsey-Cromwell-personal rule sequence of the following reign,
 seems not to have won general acceptance.29 Behind all these issues lies
 the problem of Henry's impenetrable personality, a matter encapsulated
 in the motto Bacon placed beneath his frontispiece portrait of the king,
 'cor regis inscrutabile': unsearchable is the heart of the king. Painstaking
 work on intractable records can still yield new insights into Henry's mind,
 as Margaret Condon's investigation of his provisions for commemora
 tion at Westminster and elsewhere shows, but breakthroughs are few and
 far between.30

 So far this discussion has perhaps seemed mainly to demonstrate the
 wisdom of those who choose not to research Henry VII's reign. Yet pes
 simism about the prospects for advancing understanding is unjustified.
 The dearth of sources is not insurmountable. Important new documents
 have recently been discovered or recognized. These include the account
 books of the clerks of John Heron as treasurer of the chamber, which
 show the chamber system to have been less simple than might appear
 from Heron's own accounts; a register of 581 recognizances to the king
 taken from the earliest months of the reign, which put the explosion of
 such bonds recorded on the close rolls in the king's last years in a rather
 different light; and a list of failed bills from the 1495 parliament.31 In any
 case, most sources do not solve arguments, they start them. The weaken
 ing of the Paston letters in Henry's reign may be a blessing in disguise,
 given the stir caused amongst late medievalists by Helen Castor's exercise
 in reading them from the point of view of the Pastons' opponents in
 local politics rather than the family itself.32 The absence of regular,
 detailed diplomatic dispatches like those of Eustace Chapuys may be no
 handicap when historians of the politics of the 1530s have taken diamet
 rically opposed views over the reliability of his reports.33

 28 J. L. Watts, '"A New Fundacion of is Crowne": Monarchy in the Age of Henry VII', in The
 Reign of Henry VII, ed. B. Thompson (Stamford, 1995) [hereafter Reign of Henry VII], pp. 48-50.
 29 J. A. Guy, Tudor England (Oxford, 1990), pp. 53-5.
 30 M. M. Condon, 'God Save the King! Piety, Propaganda and the Perpetual Memorial', in
 Westminster Abbey: The Lady Chapel of Henry VII, ed. T. Tatton Brown and R. Mortimer (Wood
 bridge, 2003), pp. 59-97.
 31 D. Grummitt, 'Henry VII, Chamber Finance and the "New Monarchy": Some New Evidence',
 Historical Research, lxxii (1999), 229-43; Sean Cunningham is currently editing the recognizance
 roll for publication; Paul Cavill, 'Henry VII and Parliament' (DPhil thesis, University of Oxford,
 2005) [hereafter Cavill, 'Parliament'], pp. 115-16, 123.
 32 Castor, Duchy of Lancaster, pp. 128—55.
 33 E. W. Ives, Anne Boleyn (Oxford, 1986), pp. 72-5; R. M. Warnicke, The Rise and Fall of Anne Boleyn
 (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 1-3.
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 310 HENRY VII IN CONTEXT

 Instead of bemoaning Henry's liminality, historians should surely embrace
 it. A reign situated in so many border regions of historical development
 is a fascinating object of study. As instances we might take England's
 economic and cultural trajectories in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
 centuries. Henry's reign saw a startling increase in recorded cloth exports
 and patchy signs of a revival in the agrarian economy, parts of a general
 recovery from the effects of the Black Death and the sharp economic
 depression of the mid-fifteenth century. The king's political power benefited
 from rising income from customs and land rents; his diplomatic hand
 was strengthened by the ability to negotiate trade treaties and to cut off
 cloth exports to the Netherlands to deter Habsburg support for pretenders.34
 In the towns and villages of England the result was different but perhaps,
 to follow the lead of Marjorie Mcintosh, complementary. In Henry's
 reign and for twenty years either side of it, local courts reacted vigorously
 to assert order in the face of the social disruption produced by rapid
 economic change, especially the growth of the cloth industry and the
 development of agricultural markets. In so doing they echoed the language
 and paralleled, indeed in some ways anticipated, the measures associated
 with the simultaneous revival of monarchical authority, building the New
 Monarchy from below in an alliance of the middling sort with strong
 kingship that would have warmed A. F. Pollard's heart.35

 Culturally too, Henry's reign presents fascinating transitions. It is an
 oversimplification to think of a single coming of the Italian Renaissance
 to England under Henry and bundle up to prove it Polydore Vergil's Anglica
 Historia, Pietro Torrigiano's tomb sculpture, and the totemic visit of
 Baldassare Castiglione bearing Raphael's St George and the Dragon. The
 penetration of fifteenth-century England by Italian literary and visual
 forms was too long-standing and too multifaceted for that, and the roles
 of France and the Netherlands as intermediaries for Italian influence too
 important. The complex interchange between Erasmus, Colet and More
 from 1499 amply illustrates all these propositions.36 In English literature
 too, it is easy to say that Sir Thomas Wyatt, born towards the end of
 Henry's reign, was of a different and more Italianate generation than
 John Skelton, Henry Medwall or Stephen Hawes, but harder to say that
 they were untouched by Italian influence, at least as mediated through
 Burgundy or France. The links between cultural change and royal policy
 are also open to debate. Henry clearly welcomed the efforts of those who
 would use verse, prose and visual magnificence to glorify his rule,
 whether in classicizing or more traditional styles, yet recent work by Tom
 Penn and Susan Powell has shown how literary patronage at the court
 has to be analysed in more complex terms than those of a Tudor propaganda

 34 R. Britneil, Britain and Ireland 1050-1530: Economy and Society (Oxford, 2004), pp. 326-31.
 466-7, 499-501; Wernham, Before the Armada, pp. 66-76.
 35 M. K. Mcintosh, Controlling Misbehaviour in England, 1370-1600 (Cambridge, 1998), pp. 101,
 130-3.

 36 R. J. Schoeck, Erasmus of Europe (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1990-3), i. 223-33, ii. 51-9, and passim.
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 campaign, highlighting the role of individual patrons such as Bishop Fox
 and the king's mother.37

 What such studies suggest is that if scholars are attentive to Henry's
 double historiographical context, late medieval and early modern, and
 prepared to look for the right material in often unpromising or intractable
 sources, then most of the issues with which debate is currently concerned
 in other parts of the Tudor period can be investigated in Henry's reign.
 To begin at the more traditional end of the historiographical agenda,
 research on Henry's parliaments by Paul Cavill is showing that by careful
 combination of central with local records, especially those in borough
 archives, parliament's role in the polity can be re-evaluated for Henry's
 reign as it has been for Elizabeth's. Parliamentary sermons can be made
 to yield insights into the rhetoric of government and indeed into the
 political ideas and expectations of royal power which Henry's ministers
 and the assembled political nation must have been thought to share.
 Archival traces of parliamentary procedure can be used to reconstruct
 the politics of legislation, while local records of the implementation of
 statutes such as that regulating wages in 1495 - which was met with riotous
 opposition in several villages in Kent - can be used to test the functions
 of statute law in the period before the Cromwellian legislative orgy.38

 The politics of Henry's court too can be better illuminated than was
 once thought.39 The same sources may not exist as for later reigns, but
 this may enable rather different and in some ways more refreshing questions
 to be asked of what sources there actually are. The social and profes
 sional fault-lines exposed by conflicts such as those between Archbishop
 Savage and the fifth earl of Northumberland, whose retinues clashed on
 the highway at Fulford, near York, in May 1504, or Bishop Nykke and
 Attorney-General Sir James Hobart, whom he cursed as an 'enemy of
 God and his churche' for his attacks on ecclesiastical court jurisdiction,
 can be investigated.40 The effects of gender on politics can be explored in
 the exercise of power by great women, supremely but by no means
 uniquely the king's mother, with her clients among the bishops and the
 bureaucrats and her regional rule from Collyweston.41 The networks of
 influence and protection betrayed by the payments of pensions by peers,

 37 T. D. Penn, 'Literary Service at the Court of Henry VII' (PhD thesis, University of Cambridge,
 2001); S. Powell, 'Lady Margaret Beaufort and her Books', The Library, 6th ser., xx (1998), 197-240.
 38 Cavill, 'Parliament'; id., 'The Problem of Labour and the Parliament of 1495', The Fifteenth
 Century, v (2005), 143-55; id., 'Debate and Dissent in Henry VII's Parliaments', Parliamentary History,
 xxv (2006), 160-75.
 39 S. J. Gunn, 'The Courtiers of Henry VII', English Historical Review, cviii (1993), 23-49; id., 'The
 Court of Henry VII', in The Court as a Stage: England and the Low Countries in the Later Middle
 Ages, ed. S. Gunn and A. Janse (Woodbridge, 2006), pp. 132-44.
 40 R. W. Hoyle, 'The Earl, the Archbishop and the Council: The Affray at Fulford, May 1504', in
 Rulers and Ruled in Late Medieval England: Essays presented to Gerald Harriss, ed. R. Archer and
 S. Walker (1995), pp. 239-56; NA, PRO, SC 1/44/83.
 41 M. K. Jones and M. G. Underwood, The King's Mother: Lady Margaret Beaufort. Countess of
 Richmond and Derby (Cambridge, 1992); B. J. Harris, English Aristocratic Women, 1450-1550:
 Marriage and Family, Property and Careers (Oxford, 2002), pp. 175-240.
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 bishops and religious institutions to those around the king can be recon
 structed. These reached not only the leading councillors - Bray, Lovell,
 Sir John Cheyney and Giles, Lord Daubeny were all pensioned by the
 fourth earl of Northumberland in the early years of the reign - but also
 the king's intimate servants at court, such as Richard Weston and Hugh
 Denis.42

 The politics of the court can be tied to its cultural life through exami
 nation of the constant round of gift-giving. At one level this bound those
 outside the court to their patrons within it. Each of the different Kent
 and Sussex ports overseen by Poynings as deputy warden of the Cinque
 Ports regaled him with a different sort of gift: fish from Rye, capons and
 curlews from New Romney, whelks and porpoises from Sandwich, wine,
 oranges and pomegranates from cosmopolitan Dover.43 Inside the court,
 more lasting and sophisticated gifts sought the favour of those who
 mattered, as a list of jewels given to Prince Henry in the last five years of
 the reign tells us. Some were religious in significance, some dynastic - a
 rose of rubies from Daubeny - and others chivalrous: 'a man armed on
 horsebacke silv[er]' from the earl of Kent.44 The inclusion of the plate
 given by Lady Margaret Beaufort and Bishop Richard Fox to their
 respective collegiate foundations in the recent Gothic exhibition gives a
 glimpse of what these gifts must have looked like.45

 As these examples suggest, investigation of the politics of Henry's
 reign can readily extend into a study of political culture where the 'new
 constitutional history' of the fifteenth century meets the growing interest
 in 'Tudor political culture'.46 A court with strong chivalrous interests
 which also fostered humanist scholarship and intense piety and a council
 packed with high-flying civil and common lawyers gave free flow to
 many different currents in political thought and practice. The mixture
 can be investigated in microcosm in the arrangements made for the
 education of Prince Arthur.47 Under Bernard André's tuition he was
 not just to read ancient historians and rhetoricians and their modern
 devotees, Guarino of Verona and Lorenzo Valla, but to think how their
 lessons might be put into political practice: André seems to have com
 posed a set of speeches addressed to Arthur by imaginary Athenian and

 42 Suffolk Record Office, Bury St Edmunds, Ac 449/E3/15.53/2.7, 2.8; M. A. Hicks, 'Dynastic
 Change and Northern Society: The Career of the Fourth Earl of Northumberland, 1470-89',
 Northern History, xiv (1978), 93; Cambridge University Library, Hengrave MS 88/3, no. 6; St
 George's Chapel, Windsor, The Aerary, MS XV.49.6.
 43 British Library, Egerton Manuscripts [hereafter BL, Egerton MS] 2092, 2107, passim: Centre for
 Kentish Studies, NR/Fac3, fos. 106v-33v; Sa/FAt 11-25; East Sussex Record Office, Rye 60/3, fos.
 110v-l 12r, Rye 60/4, passim.
 44 The Antient Kalendars and Inventories of the Treasury of His Majesty's Exchequer, ed. F. Palgrave
 (3 vols., 1836), iii. 393-9.
 45 Gothic: Art for England 1400-1547, ed. R. Marks and P. Williamson (2003), nos. 104-8, 112-13.
 46 C. Carpenter, 'Introduction: Political Culture, Politics and Cultural History', The Fifteenth
 Century, iv (2004), 1-19; Tudor Political Culture, ed. D. Hoak (Cambridge, 1995).
 47 S. J. Gunn, 'Prince Arthur's Preparation for Kingship', in Arthur Tudor. Prince of Wales: Life,
 Death and Commemoration, ed. S. Gunn and L. Monckton (Woodbridge, forthcoming).
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 Spartan ambassadors.48 Chivalry balanced the classics, as King Arthur
 was brought on stage at Coventry in 1498 to tell his namesake of the
 benefits of prowess in subduing 'rebelles' and 'outward enmyes'.49 Religion
 provided both moral and intellectual frameworks and consolation amidst
 the pressures of political life, as the commentary on Augustine's City of
 God André wrote for Arthur and the Fayrfax Song Book, probably
 intended for his household, suggest.50 In the prince's council, sometimes
 sitting in his presence, high-powered lawyers, common and civil, showed
 how their learning made for good government. And all the while Arthur
 was coached in the magnificence that spoke of Tudor power, listening to
 his lutenist, organist, poet and players, making splendid entries into
 Chester, Coventry, London, Oxford and Shrewsbury, and buying over £600
 worth of clothes for his wedding, including the crimson velvet riding gown
 that had to be sent specially from London to Reading for him to wear in
 October 1501 as he prepared to meet his bride, Catherine of Aragon.51

 Henry VII's calculated magnificence, whether building Richmond,
 Greenwich and his Westminster Chapel or putting on pageants and jousts,
 has often been stressed.52 What has been less noticed was that his was a
 court perhaps more open to the public than its successors, because it was
 more mobile. Henry's campaigns and progresses took him further around
 the country than either his son or his grandchildren, to Exeter and New
 castle, to Lancashire and Calais. On his travels he and his ministers were
 open to dialogue of varying degrees of formality, from the urban pageants
 that greeted him in 1486 at Bristol, York and Worcester to the trip ten miles
 down the road to Canford made by the spokesmen of the borough of
 Christchurch in Dorset to speak with the king's council and present him
 their petition.53 On campaign the king was even more visible. In 1492, for
 instance, there were 15,000 men from all over England and Wales in his army,
 from as far north as Newcastle, Brancepeth and Carlisle. Those who saw
 him march through London 'wyth honourable Tryumph' and on through
 Kent must also have been impressed by the sheer richness of his equipage.54
 His helmets and horse harness, decorated with gold, pearls and precious
 stones, cost nearly £2,000, a sum that was more than the annual income
 of any but his richest half-dozen subjects; even at sea he proclaimed his
 regality, decorating his flagship the Regent with a gilded latten crown.55

 48 D. R. Carlson, 'The Writings of Bernard André (c. 1450—c. 1522)', Renaissance Studies, xii (1998),
 236.

 49 S. Anglo, Spectacle, Pageantry and Early Tudor Policy (Oxford, 1969) [hereafter Anglo, Spectacle],
 pp. 55-6.
 50 R. Bowers, 'Early Tudor Courtly Song: An Evaluation of the Fayrfax Book' (BL Additional MS
 5465)', in Reign of Henry VII, pp. 199-212.
 51 Keele University Library, Marquess of Anglesey Papers, Accounts Various 1 (unfol.).
 52 Anglo, Spectacle', G. Kipling, The Triumph of Honour: Burgundian Origins of the Elizabethan
 Renaissance (Leiden, 1977); S. Thurley, The Royal Palaces of Tudor England (1993), pp. 11-15, 25-37.
 53 Anglo, Spectacle, pp. 21-46; Dorset Record Office, Cl/1/3.
 54 The Great Chronicle of London, ed. A. H. Thomas and I. D. Thornley (1938) [hereafter Great
 Chronicle], p. 247.
 55 NA, PRO, E36/285, fos. 26r, 45v, 49r; E404/81/1, unnumbered warrant of 8/2/1492.
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 Such displays raise the issue of Henry's engagement with popular politics.
 At one level his regime was wary of plebeian involvement in political life.
 He granted close corporation charters to Exeter and Bristol and his coun
 cillors seem to have backed town elites in repressing popular involvement
 in urban politics. Sir Thomas Lovell did so explicitly at Nottingham and was
 influential at Walsall and Wallingford when they passed measures against
 anyone misbehaving against the mayor and aldermen. Something of the
 same sort may well have been at issue at Dover in 1506 when Lovell advised
 the mayor and jurats to take order that 'oon Rychard Yong, Scottysheman
 born, for dyv[er]s offens & sclaundryng w[ith] hys tong, that he shall
 have hys ere nayled to a cart whele & so be band the towne for ev[er]'.56

 At another level, however, Henry appealed more widely and directly
 to his subjects for their support than any previous king. His proclama
 tions were fuller than his predecessors' in their explanations of policy -
 one in 1496, for example, featuring an extended passage blaming war
 with Scotland on James IV rather than himself - and he made much

 more use of print to communicate with his subjects, from the translation
 and printing of the papal bull authorizing his marriage to the tracts pro
 duced in celebration of his daughter's betrothal to the future Charles V.57
 He also used more popular media, as when 'sundry roundellis & songis
 to his shame & derision' were made about Perkin Warbeck following his
 failed attack on the Kent coast in 1495.58 Henry knew how to play to a
 crowd, looking down from a window at the mass of penitent rebels in the
 cathedral close at Exeter in 1497 and then calling out his pardon to
 them, provoking cries of 'God save the king'.59 His coinage was shaped
 to link his subjects to him, with the first realistic profile portraits ever
 used on English silver coins. Some have doubted how effectively the
 coinage conveyed political messages, but people certainly noticed the
 change, the author of the Great Chronicle of London noting the issue of
 'newe coynys.. . which bare but half a fface'.60 Henry also demanded
 active responses, encouraging more public celebration of his diplomatic,
 military and dynastic successes than his predecessors and meeting success
 in the triumphs held for Princess Mary's betrothal at Shrewsbury and
 Dover and, posthumously, in the riot of celebration for the birth of the
 short-lived Prince Henry in 1511.61

 56 S. H. Rigby and E. Ewan, 'Government, Power and Authority 1300-1540', in The Cambridge
 Urban History of Britain, i: 600-1540, ed. D. M. Palliser (Cambridge, 2000), pp. 309-12; Gunn,
 'Lovell', p. 143; J. K. Hedges, The History of Wallingford (2 vols., 1881) [hereafter Hedges, Wallingford\,
 ii. 76; BL, Egerton MS 2094, fo. lr.
 57 Tudor Royal Proclamations, ed. P. L. Hughes and J. F. Larkin (3 vols.. New Haven, 1964), i, no. 34;
 'The "Spouselles" of the Princess Mary', ed. J. Gairdner, The Camden Miscellany ix, Camden n.s.,
 liii (1895).
 58 Gunn, Early Tudor Government, pp. 189-91; Great Chronicle, p. 262.
 59 K. J. Kesselring, Mercy and Authority in the Tudor State (Cambridge, 2003), p. 183.
 60 S. Anglo, Images of Tudor Kingship (1992), pp. 118-19; Great Chronicle, p. 327.
 61 S. J. Gunn, 'War, Dynasty and Public Opinion in Early Tudor England', in Authority and Consent
 in Tudor England: Essays presented to C. S. L. Davies, ed. G. W. Bernard and S. J. Gunn (Aldershot,
 2002), pp. 131-49.
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 Henry's regime engaged with individuals below the level of the gentry less
 anonymously in the construction of licensed retinues such as Lovell's. Yeomen
 and townsmen named as Lovell's retainers can be found in great numbers
 sitting on juries, helping to meet the regime's judicial and fiscal objectives:
 at one investigation into concealed lands at Henley in Oxfordshire in 1506,
 two out of four commissioners who were retained by Lovell questioned a jury
 of which nine out of twelve were his men.62 Popular politics also manifested
 themselves to Henry in more unwelcome ways in popular revolts. For 1497
 Ian Arthurson has shown how skilful use of the records produced by the
 royal commissioners investigating the revolt and fining the participants
 can show the range of support for the rising and inform debate on its causes.63

 The reaction against taxation displayed in the risings of 1489 and 1497
 is a reminder that Henry's reign raises large issues about Tudor state for
 mation. Though direct taxation was levied sparingly, he aimed to make
 it bite when he needed it, securing unprecedented direct assessment of
 goods and income in the subsidy of 1489 and exchequer enforcement
 against defaulters in 1497. The result was resistance not just on the large
 scale of revolt but also on the small scale of persistent riots against tax
 collectors distraining for non-payment in the 1490s.64 Nonetheless, Henry
 pushed ahead with what was in effect a peacetime subsidy in 1504.
 Intensified feudal dues and other exactions on the landed elite, sharp
 exploitation of the church and vigorous enforcement of the customs were
 all likewise unpopular, but gave Henry's government a revenue per head
 of English population markedly higher in real terms than that achieved
 by Elizabeth or the eàrly Stuarts.65 This is a significant and to some
 degree unsettling context for a historiography of early modern state for
 mation that tends to take its baseline as 1550.66 In this it complements
 the signs already considered that in Henry's reign an approach to social
 and economic problems at the level of the whole polity was developing in
 dialogue between king, parliament, and village and town elites. Perhaps
 Bacon should not be so often dismissed for praising Henry's legislation
 on such matters as enclosure, coinage and vagrancy.67 Perhaps also, there
 was some foundation for the reputation Henry's reign had amongst the
 rebels of 1536 and 1549 as a time of reasonable rents, controlled enclo
 sures and a king who 'enhanced his riches by wisdom and mercy', so that
 both he and his subjects prospered.68

 62 Gunn, 'Lovell', pp. 147-8; NA, PRO, C142/20/150.
 63 I. Arthurson, 'The Rising of 1497: A Revolt of the Peasantry?', in People, Politics and Community
 in the Later Middle Ages, ed. J. T. Rosenthal and C. F. Richmond (Gloucester, 1987), pp. 1-18.
 64 M. L. Bush, 'Tax Reform and Rebellion in Early Tudor England', History, lxxvi (1991), 379^100.
 65 P. K. O'Brien and P. A. Hunt, 'England, 1485-1815', in The Rise of the Fiscal State in Europe
 c.1200-1815, ed. R. Bonney (Oxford, 1999), p. 64.
 66 M. J. Braddick, State Formation in Early Modern England c.1550-1700 (Cambridge, 2000);
 S. Hindle, The State and Social Change in Early Modern England, 1550-1640 (Basingstoke, 2000).
 67 Bacon, History, pp. 57-60, 64-9, 123—4.
 68 R. W Hoyle, The Pilgrimage of Grace and the Politics of the 1530s (Oxford, 2001), p. 462; M. L. Bush,
 "'Up For the Commonweal": The Significance of Tax Grievances in the English Rebellions of 1536',
 EHR, cvi (1991), 312; A. Fletcher and D. MacCulloch, Tudor Rebellions (4th edn., 1997), pp. 144-6.
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 Other key themes in Tudor state formation can likewise be located in
 Henry's reign. Not only were county gentry elites more closely articulated
 with central government, the same was true of urban regimes. Many
 towns established a mutually beneficial relationship with one of the
 king's leading councillors: Bray at Bedford, Empson at Coventry, Hobart
 at Norwich, Lovell at Nottingham, and so on.69 King and council used
 these bonds to ensure orderly rule and to press their demands on the
 towns, for example for the troops Cheyney led from Salisbury in 1489,
 1493 and 1495.70 Towns used these connections to secure powers and
 privileges from the king. Wallingford was so grateful to Lovell for his
 role in securing its new charter in 1507 that the council ordered that he
 should be prayed for in each of the town's churches every Sunday for the
 rest of his life and an annual mass said for his soul thereafter.71

 It can also be suggested that the strange lineaments of the English
 Reformation were in part inherited from Henry's complex relationship
 with the church. Conspicuous piety and royal patronage of reform went
 along with ruthless fiscal exploitation of the clergy - sufficiently ruthless
 that Henry asked the pope to add to his confessor's powers in 1504 so he
 could be absolved for simony - and an indulgence of fierce and effective
 attacks by common lawyers on clerical jurisdictions and immunities.
 Henry's agents in this were laymen like Edmund Dudley, who was quite
 happy to mulct the church for his own and his family's gain while urging
 improved morals and education on clergymen, just as many in the next
 generation would do.72

 Finally, Henry's reign also played its own peculiar part in the interre
 lationships of the British kingdoms. His charters of liberties to the Welsh
 and oversight of Welsh government through the prince's council pre
 pared the way for the Henrician acts of union.73 His rapprochement with
 James III and treaty of peace and marriage with James IV prepared the
 way, albeit inadvertently, for the Stuart succession and union of the
 crowns. His attempts to rule the northernmost counties of England
 through less elevated or less local men than the great peers of the past
 anticipated the painful but ultimately successful transition from borders
 to middle shires.74 Most striking but most ambiguous of all was his policy
 towards Ireland. At times he tried assertive but piecemeal intervention
 by English military men of the sort attempted repeatedly since the four
 teenth century, the sort that produced Poynings' Law but resulted in no

 69 S. Gunn, '"New Men" and "New Monarchy" in England, 1485-1524', in Powerbrokers in the
 Late Middle Ages, ed. R. Stein (Turnhout, 2001), p. 158.
 70 Wiltshire and Swindon Record Office, Salisbury Leger Book B, fo. 121a; Report on Manuscripts
 in Various Collections, iv, Historical Manuscripts Commission, lv (Dublin, 1907), p. 211.
 71 Hedges, Wallingford, ii, 74.
 72 A. Goodman, 'Henry VII and Christian Renewal', in Religion and Humanism, ed. K. Robbins
 (Studies in Church History, xvii; 1981), pp. 115-25; S. Gunn. 'Edmund Dudley and the Church',
 Journal of Ecclesiastical History, li (2000), 509-26.
 73 G. Williams, Renewal and Reformation: Wales c.1415-1642 (Oxford, 1993), pp. 242-3.
 74 S. G. Ellis, Tudor Frontiers and Noble Power: The Making of the British State (Oxford. 1995),
 pp. 46-71.
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 decisive change in the balance of power across Ireland. At times he tried
 endorsement of the ascendancy of the earl of Kildare, the classic Anglo
 Irish magnate as the species had evolved in response to the Gaelic revival
 of the past two centuries, with his bastard feudal manipulation of the
 politics of the beleaguered Pale and his suspicious dabbling in Gaelic
 warlordism. At least once, in 1506, Henry contemplated a project for a
 decisive campaign led by the king in person with an army nearly ten
 times the size of Poynings' for the 'redress and sure reduction of all the
 said land'.75 Even without Reformation and plantation, the alternative
 futures Tudor Ireland might face were sketched out under Henry.

 A clearer understanding of the Tudor period depends upon clearer
 understanding of Henry VII and his reign: what was new, what was old,
 what was sui generis; what was changing, at what rate and for what rea
 sons. Such understanding can be attained. But it demands challenging
 reflection on what came before and what came after Henry; on why his
 torians approaching him from earlier and later periods come with such
 different expectations; and on what sources, models and questions may
 be drawn from each set of debates to equip ourselves to set the inscrut
 able king and his liminal reign most enlighteningly in context.

 75 S. G. Ellis, Ireland in the Age of the Tudors: English Expansion and the End of Gaelic Rule (1998),
 pp. 83-113.
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Democracy and Nazism: Germany 1918-1945 

As the twenty first century approached, one historical question more than any other 

demanded an answer. 

How could a cultured nation at the heart of Europe be responsible for acts so heinous 

that they have altered concepts of what man is capable of. 

How could the Nazis come to be? How was it possible that a cultured nation at the heart 

of Europe ever allowed Hitler and the Nazi party to come to power? 

 

Summer activities to complete in preparation for A level history: 

COMPULSORY 

1) Source Analysis Activity: Read and review the following sources and answer the 

questions for each source:  

Source 1:  

TREATY OF PEACE WITH GERMANY (TREATY OF VERSAILLES) Treaty and protocol signed at 

Versailles June 28, 1919; protocol signed by Germany at Paris January 10, 1920 Treaty 

submitted to the Senate by the President of the United States for advice and consent to 

ratification July 10, 1919; 1 Senate resolutions to advise and consent to ratification failed 

of adoption November 19,1919,2 and March 19, 1920; 3 treaty returned to the President 

pursuant to resolution of March 19, 1920 4 Protocol of June 28, 1919, submitted to the 

Senate by the President of the United States July 31, 1919; 5 considered by the Senate 

Committee on Foreign Relations and laid aside without action on February 10, 1920; 6 

returned to the Secretary of State pursuant to Senate resolution of February 12, 1935 7 

Proces-verbal of first deposit of ratifications at Paris dated January 10, 1920 Entered into 

force January 10,1920,4:15 p.m., as between contracting parties (the United States was 

not a party) 8 Revised from time to time by the contracting parties 1919 For. ReI. (Paris 

Peace Conference, XIII) 55, 740, 743; Senate document 51, 66th Congress, 1stsession 

ARTICLE 231 The Allied and Associated Governments affirm and Germany accepts the 

responsibility of Germany and her allies for causing all the loss and 138 MULTILATERAL 

AGREEMENTS 1918-1930 damage to which the Allied and Associated Governments and their 

nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the war imposed upon them by the 

aggression of Germany and her allies.  

 

1) What does this source suggest about the Treaty of Versailles? 

 

 

2) What do you think the effect of this clause was on the German people? 

 

 

 

3) How valuable is this source to a historian about the impact of the treaty of 

Versailles on Germany? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source 2:  

From H. Preuss, Deutschlands Republikanische Reichsverfassung, 1923, quoted in 

J.C.G Rohl, from Bismarck to Hitler, Longman, 1970 pp.103-4 

… The German republic was born out of terrible defeat. This....cast, from the first, a dark 

shadow on the new political order … initially the belief still predominated that the new 
order was necessary for the rebirth of Germany.  

That is why the democratic clauses of the Weimar constitution met relatively little 

resistance, despite the unrivalled severity of the armistice terms. For everyone still 

expected a peace settlement in accordance with Wilson's 14 points, which all the 

belligerent countries had bindingly accepted as the basis for the peace... The criminal 

madness of the Versailles Diktat was a shameless blow in the face to such hopes based on 

international law and political common sense. The Reich constitution was born with this 

curse upon it...' 

 

1) What does this source suggest about the Treaty of Versailles? 

 

 

 

2) What does this source suggest about the new democratic republic of Germany and 

how successful it would be? 

 

 

 

 

3) How valuable is this source to a historian about opposition to the new democratic 

Germany? 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Read and take detailed notes on chapter one from Michael Burleigh ‘The Great War 
and its Aftermath’. The content of this chapter will help you to set the scene for 
the following essay and can be used as part of the bibliography.  

 

Essay title: ‘The payment of reparations was the most damaging requirement the 
Treaty of Versailles placed on Germany.’ Assess the validity of this view.  

1000-2000 word essay considering at least three factors including the given 

factor 

Include a bibliography of works used (Use at least 4 different 

books/websites/articles)  

 

OPTIONAL  

1) Visit the Holocaust exhibition at the Imperial War Museum – find the 5 displays 

which interested you the most take a photo and explain what the exhibit tells you 

about the event.  

 

2) Watch at least the first episode of ‘Nazis: A warning from history’ - 
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xj79wx 

 

 







































Flipped learning record sheet for research at home 

Topic:  

 

 

 

Write 5 key bullet points 

from what you have 

researched on this topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What have you done to 

ensure you remember this? 

 

o Made a mind map 

o Written a set of quiz questions 

o Taught a friend or family member 

o Been tested by a friend of family member 

o Created a Kahoot! Quiz 

 

Where did I get my 

information from? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What questions or thoughts 

I have as a result of this 

research 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flipped learning record sheet for research at home 

Topic:  

 

 

 

Write 5 key bullet points 

from what you have 

researched on this topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What have you done to 

ensure you remember 

this? 

 

o Made a mind map 

o Written a set of quiz questions 

o Taught a friend or family member 

o Been tested by a friend of family member 

o Created a Kahoot! Quiz 

 

Where did I get my 

information from? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What questions or 

thoughts I have as a result 

of this research 
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